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QoS Scheduling

The scheduling is the operation which select among flows packets stored in
a buffer to be transmitted over a specify link. The choice must be taken
in a very small period of time and it is related to the packet transmission
time. Moreover algorithms must be simple in order to have an hardware
implementation.

The selection of packets is done among flows, but first the concept of
flow have to be defined. From the scheduler point of view a packets belong
to the same flow if it is impossible to distinguish them; QoS parameters are
provided per flows. Imagine that over a net only two flows can be defined:
in this scenario a scheduler is useless since decisions are easly to take.

Scheduling algorithms are strictly related to buffer management problem
because different choices causes different behavior of the same algorithm. In
order to analize scheduling problem alone it is supposed that buffer have
infinite size.

The most important properties of this algorithms are:

. flow isolation;

. end-to-end QoS guaranteed statistical or deterministical.

Flow isolation

This property guarantees that conformant traffic, generated by well-behaved
sources, is protected by non conformant traffic generated by mis-behaved
sources.

This purpose is reached partitioning network resources: it is dangerous
because in this way network will be underused but each flow is protected.

The isolation concept is related to fairness concept: for example max-
min algorithm allows to guarantee isolation. Think about a single queue:
if there are two sources, one aggressive and the other no, is possible that
the buffer contains more packets from the fist one. If no buffer management
policy is provided the non-aggressive source will be penalized without con-
sidering scheduling. This is possible only because there is a single queue. If,
instead, there are two queues and the two sources fill up packets indipen-
dently because there is flow distinction, the scenario will be a fair scenario:
sources are isolated each other.

End-to-end

This property provide constraints (bit rate, delays, losses) to the wide net-
work and not for single intermediate nodes. The way in which constraint
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can be analized are:

. statistical: provided with a specify probability;

. deterministic: provided for sure.

Classification

Scheduling algorithms can be divided into two main classes:

. work-conserving scheduler;

. non-work-conserving scheduler.

The first one always transmits packets if there are any in the buffer: in this
way the link can not be idle. This approach allows to reach better perfor-
mances in terms of throughput.

The other method, instead, delays transmission packets: performances
are reduced but delay jitter is guaranteed and also the shape of traffic is
conserved if few nodes are crossed. Otherwise it is possible that, locally,
traffic is not conformant. The property of delay guaranteed allows to re-
duce buffer size because knowing the amount of data which can be sent in a
certain period defines consequently the buffer size, designed to contain that
number of packets and not some more. The non-work-conserving scheduler
is not so much used in practise.

An example of this approach is TDM frame: if a packet is generated in
a wrong time can not be sent. But, this example, can also be considered
as a work-conservative example since if the packet is right generated is sent
immediatly.

To resume:

. work-conserving: lower buffer utilization - higher throughput;

. non-work-conserving: higher buffer utilization - lower throughput.

Discipline property

Theorem The sum of mean queuing delays received by a set of multiplexed
connections, weighted by their share of the link load is independent of the
scheduling algorithm.

It means that a delay of a flow can only be reduced increasing the delay of
another flow. Work-conserving works reallocating delays among flows while
non-work-conserving scheduler provides a mean queuing delay larger than
the other approach.
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Main goals

Best-effort traffic scheduler treats all flows in the same way: there are no
distinctions among them. Since no constraints are imposed on user traffic
delays and losses are not guaranteed but it is possible have max-min fair.
These algorithms are:

. FIFO (First In First Out);

. PS (Process Sharing);

. RR (Round Robin);

. DRR (Deficit Round Robin).

QoS scheduler provides implementation for QoS requirements: it means that
are guaranteed some properties for each flow like:

. bit rate;

. delay.

These algoritms are:

. strict priority;

. GPS (Generalized Process Sharing);

. WRR (Weighted Round Robin);

. WFQ (Weighted Fair Queuing);

. EDD (Earliest Due Date): this algorithm looks at delays principally.

Algorithms

FIFO

This discipline is also called FCFS (First Came First Served) because there
is a single queue and data is served according to its own arrival time.
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Properties

I work-conserving;

I bit rate and buffer space shared: no flow isolation so no protection
against non conformant flows; it depends also to the policy adopted
by policer;

I bit rate and losses not guaranteed: this is due to non-controlled source
approach; if the input data traffic is bounded delay is guaranteed in a
bound:

Capacity

Delay

1

I unfairness: aggressive flows obtain better performances because they
fill more the queue.

Process Sharing

S

This approach allows each queue to be served according to a fluid model.
The rate is equal to all flows and it is computed with the following formula:

Rflowj
=

link speed

# active flows

Active flows are those flows who can send packet at link speed otherwise
they became non-active and they do not concur to that formula. Notice
that, the previous formula has to be performed continously since the rate
can change frequently due to the number of active flows.

This algorithm is similar to max-min fair algorithm but there are relevant
differences:

. PS is done locally while max-min no;
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. PS has exactly same performances of max-min downstream (from the
bottleneck) but it is not true for upstream (there is no control).

This algorithm is locally fair and it is only an ideal solution because packets
are not fluid.

Round Robin

Flow 1

Flow 2

Flow 3

S

�

Flow 1

Flow 2Flow 3

This algorithm is a Process Sharing approximation and it is more practical:
if the packet size is small a small time is required to perform the cycle. In-
fact the buffer is divided into several separates queue (each one implemented
FIFO) for each flow and a single packet is selected at time from queues with
a circular mode.

Active queues are those one that are not empty: at maximum their num-
ber is equal to the number of active flows. Only those queues are considered
in order to be served; moreover queue separation guarantees flow isolation
but fairness have to be provided inserting some tricks like changing the order
of selection of queues otherwise the last one will be too penalized.

Properties

I easy to implement in hardware;

I flow isolation guaranteed;

I for fixed packet size the rate will be:

Rflow =
C

κ

where κ is the number of flows;

I fairness in terms of packets and not in bit rate;

I unfairness for variable packet size;

I packet size introduce complexity because second cycle depends on
packet size of the first one (duration have to be stored).
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Deficit Round Robin

Associating at each queue a deficit counter creates, on long term, fairness
in terms of bit rate since the deficit counter is increased of a fixed quantum
each time the queue is visited. Fairness is obtained but transmission requires
a lot of time, too much respect to the unfair situation.

The algorithm takes care of queues which are not served in a round in-
creasing the deficit counter: those queues gain credits that they can spend
in the following round because the algorithm compensate the situation.

The definition of the quantum is very critical because from that choice
depend all performances:

. if it is too small, should be possible that several rounds occur to find
a queue to be served;

. if it is too large some short term unfairness occur and performances
are the same that round robin.

In order to have better performances the choice will be a large quantum but,
it is known that fair will be lost. Infact fair over a time scale is possible
only if it is larger than a round time; the round time is function of the
number of connections and the packet size which is correlated to the packet
transmission time: this parameter can be reduced increasing the link speed.

Strict priority

This is the first scheduler which implements QoS parameters. The buffer is
partitioned in several queues κ and κ is the number of different priority, so
each queue has a different priority. A packet is stored in a queue with its
own priority level; the queue provides FIFO discipline and only high levels
are always served.

Properties

I work-conserving;

I easy implementation;

I no isolation among flows stored in the same queue because FIFO is
implemented;

I isolation only for high level priority while low levels shoul be no served
(if high levels full up the link low level will have throughput 0); if
high levels present bounded traffic isolation is not preserved, but the
situation is a bit more fair for low levels;

I no bit rate and losses guaranteed.
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Generalized Process Sharing

This algorithm is an extension of Process Sharing in which each flow belong
to a queue and each queue is served non in FIFO mode, but as if it contains
a fluid flow (fluid flow is an ideal approximation). A weight is associated to
each queue and the istantaneous bit rate is:

Rj = ratelink ·
wj∑active queues

i=0 wi

where:

. Rj is the rate in which queue j is served;

. wj is the weight associated to queue j;

. the sum includes all weights associated to all actives queues.

A queue is defined active is it has some fluid otherwise does not concur to
the sum of weights. The weight differentiates how much bandwidth is guar-
anteed to a queue because the rate, correlated to bandwidth, is proportional
just to the weight. The more strict are QoS requirements the larger will be
the weight because that queue is more important than others, or has higher
priority: it is the same concept.

To resume:

. Process Sharing: bit rate fixed and equal to all flows;

. Generalized Process Sharing: bit rate variable.

Both depend principally on the number of users.

Properties

I work-conserving;

I flow isolation due to queue separation;

I bit rate guaranteed using both single or network GPS schedulers;

I inserting constraints to the input traffic implies having end-to-end de-
lay guaranteed, probably not good and simple jitter delay guaranteed;

I a bound on buffer size is provided due to previous property;

I it is an ideal scheduler: in practise some approximations are needed.

In order to have practical implementation two approximations are been de-
veloped:
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. frame-based;

. sorted priority.

The first approach defines a frame which represents the cycle in which pack-
ets are served: it introduce more complexity. Simple algorithms are good
since aggregating flows reduces the number of choices which have to be
taken in care: infact there is no decision packet by packet but over the en-
tire frame (100 packets for example). If the size of the frame is fixed some
problems can occur due to delay and time in which decision have to be taken.

The sorted priority approach is different than the previous one because
it introduces more complexity. For each packet is computed and associated
a timestamp and they are ordered into the queue in ascending order of
timestamp. This parameter is correlated to the weight since high priority
packets gets high weight and it is traduced with high urgency, a low value
of timestamp: it means that they are served first.

Weighted Round Robin

This algorithm is a frame-based approximation of Generalized Process Shar-
ing. The buffer is partitioned into κ queues which represent active flows.
A weight is associated to each queue proprortionally with the requested bit
rate of the queue and the way in which queues are served is Round Robin
discipline according to the weight: each queue is served proportionally to its
own weight.

Properties

I work-conserving;

I flow isolation due to queue separation;

I if all packets have the same size, the bit rate to each queue j is:

Rj =
wj

(
∑active queues

i=0 wi) · ratelink

I for a reduced number of flows is easy to implement because the service
cycle have to be defined and it is not so complex only if there are few
flows.

The service cycle is complex to manage and becames long if several flows are
active and, among flows, several different weights are associated; moreover
these issues introduce fairness and buffer size problems. The cycle has to
be redefined for each variation of the number of active flows and the service
provided may be bursty. To avoid problems with variable packet size it is
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possible use WDRR (Weighted Deficit Round Robin) but it requires deficit
counter management; otherwise the variable packet size can be managed
balancing weights if the average packet size is known (it is not so practical
since this parameter is almost unknown).

Virtual Clock

Originally this algorithm tries to emulate TDM schemes, but it is possible
to consider it as a GPS approximation based on sorted priority. The ad-
vantage respect to frame-based algorithms is that no frame is defined but
timestamps have to be managed.

Sorted-based algortithms can be distinguish by the way in which times-
tamps are computed; virtual clock defines the following formula:

(A V C)kj = (A V C)k−1
j +

Lk
j

Rj

where:

. (A V C)kj is the auxiliary virtual clock of flow j and data k;

. Lk
j length of data k of flow j;

. Rj rate in which flow j is transmitted.

The formula tells that the data finishing serving time is the sum of the
starting service time (when the previous packet is already served) plus the
amount of time spent to serve at rate Rj that packet (it can be consider as
a transmission time).

Example The following picture shows how three flows are represented:
internally the timestamp is reported.

1 1 1

Each flow is served at rate:

R1, 2, 3 =
1

3

considering 1 the normalized total rate. During the time of 10 slots:
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Transmission order:

3 6 9 123 6 9 123 6 9
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Each label is computed adding to the previous one the time needed to process
one packet; for example at time 0:

Timestamp0 = 0 +
1
1
3

= 3

At time 1:

Timestamp1 = 3 +
1
1
3

= 6

This approach provides flow isolation and does not penalize any flows; infact
the order in which packet arrive is:

3 6 9 123 6 9 123 6

Although the packet of flow 3 with timestamp 6 arrives only at time 3 when
flows 1 and 2 have more packets ready the algorithm does not penalize it;
in this scenario flows 1 and 2 are more aggressive but the algorithm is fair.

There is an important remark to notice: at first infinite buffer size was
supposed. If that condition is not true should be possible that packet be-
longing to flow 3 with timestamp 6 will be dropped due to a wrong buffer
management policy.

This algorithm may cause a problem when a source keeps silence for a
long period of time: other flows can get much rate because, due to silence,
the idle source is considerd as an non-active flow so does not concur to com-
pute the istantaneous bit rate (remember that bit rate is divided only into
active flows). In this way when it wakes up can saturate locally the link
transmitting at the link speed: this behavior can be considerd fair since
that source in the past had no service but this form of compensation is not
possible because other flows are shut up.

That behavior happends only because Virtual Clock is not really an em-
ulation of GPS but emulates TDM schemes and in that scenario there is no
distinction among active or non-active flows.

The following picture shows the issue previously discussed:
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To avoid that problem a common reference have to be introduced in order
to compute timestamps: one possible common element is the internal clock.
Since the problem is due to the independency of estimate tags among flows,
all of them have to refer to the same clock; the formula which implemented
this concecpt is:

(A V C)kj = max
{

(A V C)k−1
j , akj

}
+
Lk
j

Rj

where:

. (A V C)kj is the auxiliary virtual clock of flow j and data k;

. Lk
j length of data k of flow j;

. Rj rate in which flow j is transmitted;

. akj is the arrival time of data k of flow j.

Looking at the previous example, the timestamp computed at time 9 of flow
3 is not simply 3, but with this approach the maximum have to be chosen
among 9 (time) and 0 (previous tag). So the final tag will be:

Timestamp9 = 9 +
1
1
3

= 12

The maximum allows to serve packet in the proper order, but this works
only because the other 2 flows are conformant to their bit rate assigned.

The service lost by the flow 3 is not compensated so the link speed is
never saturated by a single flow and all GPS properties are maintained.

The following picture shows how the formula change the final outcome
of the service order:
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Now consider the case in which flows 1 and 2 are not conformant:
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As it is possible see flows 1 and 2 get more than their assigned bit rate
because they transmit, for a period of time [0-11], at 50% of the total rate.
In this way, tags are incremented faster than the real time and the formula
who takes care of common clock can not compensate it; as a consequence, it
happends that flow 3, when it wakes up, locally saturate the link speed be-
cause its own timestamps are computed taking in account the current time
but they are lower than timestamps computed by other flows: it means that
packets belonging of flow 3 have more urgency and they are served first.
This behavior is accepted by GPS point of view because an excess of band-
width free is redistributed among active flows guaranting work-conserving
property.

To avoid this problem it is introduced WFQ (Weighted Fair Queueing)
also called PGPS (Packetized GPS). This algorithm try to approximate GPS
behavior emulating the fluid model: at time τ the transmitted packet is the
one that GPS would finish first to serve, if no other packets arrive after τ .
The concept can be used only if the system knows how GPS works on the
total period in order to compute timestamps: the future behaviors have to
be known in advance.

One way to solve the problem is compute all tags at time 0: the big dis-
advantage is that if a new flow arrives all timestamps have to be recomputed.

The solution adopted by WFQ is:

Fk
j = max

{
Fk−1
j , V (akj )

}
+
Lk
j

ϕj

where:

. the service time is obtained dividing the packet size Lk
j and the nego-

tiationed rate ϕj ;

. V (akj ) is the system virtual time or system potential of k active flows;
it has some properties:

. V (0) = 0;

.
∂ V

∂ τ
=

1∑
k ϕj

If: ∑
k

ϕj = 1

the real time is equal to the virtual time because all flows are active other-
wise active flows get much rate.
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Using also the virtual clock the example becomes:
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Infact the timestamp for the third flow which arrives at real time 10 and
virtual time 15 is computed:

Timestamp10 = 15 +
1
1
3

= 18

and it is served correctly because the moment in which a new flow arrives
is not relevant: virtual time compensate it in order to maintain the proper
order of serving packets.

This algorithm is very complex to implement due to derivative compu-
tation and it has to be performed fast, almost in a packet time. Assuming
to have WFQ and delay bounded: this allows to say that QoS parameters
are provided end-to-end.

There are several variations where each one differentiate to other in the
way in which substitute the derivative computation; for example WF2Q
choose, among avaiable packets, the one with the smallest timestamp but
those packets service have to be already started in the ideal GPS system.
Another variation is SCFQ (Self Clocked Fair Queueing): simple to imple-
ment, does not try to emulate fluid system because uses a simplified virtual
time. Each time, the virtual time is set to the timestamp of the packet being
served: this causes worse performances but works simpler than GPS. For
example fair property is reached in a larger time respect to GPS approach.

Table of delay bounds

Algorithm Maximum Delay

GPS
B

R

WFQ/PGPS
B + n · Lmax

R
+
∑n

i=1

Lmax

Ci

Virtual Clock
B + n · Lmax

R
+
∑n

i=1

Lmax

Ci

SCFQ
B + n · Lmax

R
+
∑n

i=1

ki · Lmax

Ci

where:

. bound are computed for token bucket limited flows (R,B);
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. n is the number of schedulers;

. Ci is the output rate for i-th switch;

. Lmax is the maximum packet length;

. ki is the number of flows.

Considerations First notice that GPS has minimun delay since it is com-
pletly fluid system and its delay does not depend on the number of schedulers
n. Respect to the ideal situation (GPS) other approaches pay more due to
the time needed to serve packets corresponding to formulas:

n∑
i=1

· · ·

Virtual Clock and WFQ have the same delay since the input traffic is
bounded while for SCFQ the delay increases if the number of flows ki in-
creases. Bandwidth delay coupling: delay is function of rate so larger is the
rate, smaller is the delay.

Resumptive Scheme

Schedulers

Work-Conserving

Best Effort QoS

Non-Work-Conserving

Can be realized: Regulator + Scheduler
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